
 

 
Adopt-A-Bench Donation Program 

   

 A personalized dedicated bench will be a lasting testament to the love and admiration that we 
feel but don’t always put into words. 

 
 The benches will be beautiful accents to the grounds of Camp High Hopes and will be a 

wonderful way to pay tribute to special people in our lives while providing rest and reflection 
for others as well. 

 
 A bench with an engraved weatherized plaque is a wonderful way to thank a benefactor, 

honor the memory of a loved one, or present a wonderful and lasting gift. 
Camp High Hopes is grateful that you wish to donate $100.00 in honor of or in memory of a loved 
one.  

In Honor Gifts are a special way to acknowledge the important people living in your life, and are often given 
on special occasions, such as a friends or relatives birthday, graduation, or anniversary. They are also 
appropriate gifts for holidays like Christmas, Mother's Day, and Father's Day. Finally, Honor gifts are often 
given to show appreciation for someone's kindness or to recognize their impact on your life.  

In Memory Gifts are a special way to memorialize someone special who has passed away. 

When a Memorial or Honor gift is received by Camp High Hopes a letter is sent to the donor to acknowledge 
the gift, as well as to any persons that the donor indicates should receive an acknowledgment card.  This may 
include the family of the deceased or the person being honored. 

If you would like to participate in this donation program, please complete the form on the next page and 
mail to Camp High Hopes with $100.00 payment. 
 

 

 
 



 
Please complete this form and mail with $100.00 payment to: 

 
5804 Correctionville Rd. 

Sioux City, IA 51106. 
 

I would like to participate in the Adopt-A-Bench donation program. 
 

To make a gift IN HONOR                                  To make a gift IN MEMORY 

 

Name of person Honored/Memory (to be printed on plaque) 

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  

     Max characters (30)         $1.00 for each additional character 
 
        

                                                                                                   Donor’s Name 
 
  __________________________________________________ Address   
 
          
      

                                                                                                  Phone  
 

 ________________________________________     Email       

 

Name & Address for Acknowledgement Card (if applicable) 

 
           

           

           

 


